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Once upon a time in the remote village of Snowlandia (just south of the North Pole) there 

lived a group of children who prided themselves on being the kindest, most helpful and 

honest children they could possibly be.  Everyone in the surrounding villages knew about 

their efforts to practice the qualities of honesty, kindness, support, encouragement and 

helpfulness.  They worked so hard on these skills that sometimes they were called on to 

help teach others. They taught by example. They were role models for others. Because 

Snowlandia was so close to the North Pole the children of the village were sometimes 

called upon to help out with the reindeer when Santa was short an elf or two and of 

course they were always ready and willing to do so.  Because of their close relationship 

with the reindeer, and because the takeoff route was directly over their tiny village, each 

Christmas Eve the children gathered outside in the center Snowlandia to watch as the 

reindeer pulled the heavy sleigh through the star filled night sky.  On this particular night 

back in 1995 there was a strong wind blowing through all of the villages in that part of 

the country.  The wind was so strong it blew open Santa’s sack and some of the gifts 

blew out.  When the children saw what had happened they knew that they had to take 

action. If they could go out into the snow and get the gifts to the landing strip, Santa 

could pick them up when he made his stop in Snowlandia and take them where they 

belonged. There was just one problem… Snowlandia got its name because of the very 

deep snow that surrounded the village.  The snow was so deep that in some places you 

could only see the very peaks of small mountain and mesas (which are elevated areas of 

land with flat tops instead of peaks). Travelers came and went by air or on sleds.  Luckily 

the presents that had blown out of the sleigh were light and had not sunk below the 

surface. They sat perched in the snow waiting to be recovered. There was no way that the 

children could just march out into the snow and pick up the gifts (and there was one gift 

for each child to carry so they all had to go) it would take some serious cooperation and 

planning in order to get out there and back in time. They knew they would need to travel 

together as they always did anyway.  You see the no child of Snowlandia would ever 

blaze off on his or her own and leave their friends behind.  They ran back to their homes 

and got as many sleds as they could find and some rope for their travels.   
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Transport yourself in your imagination back to Snowladia in 1995. Imagine that you are 

the children of Snowlandia and your task is to collect the gifts and make it to the landing 

strip with all of your friends safe and sound.  If any one of you falls into the deep drifts of 

snow you must return to the start.  You are only successful if all of you make it with all 

of the gifts. 

 

Small balls are used as the gifts ad set out in the space. Use a variety of equipment as 

sleds, scooters, mats, jump ropes, etc.  I set out bosu balls, steps and river stones as the 

mountain peaks across the area to represent the mountain peaks. You have to use your 

imagination! 


